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Sensory Walkway at Home

Watching a child makes it obvious that the development of the mind comes from movement. 

What is it? Why would I use it?
● A sensory path gives students a chance to walk, jump, bounce and “push themselves through 

distractions”. 

● Experts say sensory paths can also help students develop motor skills, including balance, hand-eye 

coordination and spatial awareness.

Key Concepts 
● Sensory paths let students hop or tip-toe, squat,  jump, bear walk,  crawl, frog jump or spin through 

floors, lean into walls with their hands, and perform other large body movements! 

● Sensory walks are  more than an outlet for kids to let go and hang loose, they serve a much broader 

purpose. They can help as platforms to allow students to release stress, cope with different emotions, 

help to reset focus, and get students moving throughout the day. 

Where to Start?
● Think about a theme or items that your child likes and base the path around those interests. 

○ Some examples may be bugs, animals, vehicles, dogs, dinosaurs, etc. 

● What items do you already have around your home?

○ Examples: Duct, painter’s, or masking tape, construction and/or contact paper, sand buckets or 

paint cans to hop over,  broom  or mop supported on both ends for crawling under, hula hoops, 

non-slip matting, bath mats, or placemats for hopping, laundry basket filled with heavy cans or 

books for pushing, etc.

● Brainstorming what it could look like and where to put it!

○ Is there a better part of your home than another to set it up in? 

○ If not inside the home, what about a garage or outside area with a covering? 

■ Chalk could be used if available

○ Are there any educational aspects that could be included?

■ Letters, numbers, colors, shapes, animals, addition/subtraction facts, etc. 

○ Make sure to think about all sorts of different movements. Breathing can also be a focus in the 

walkway.

■ Jumping, hopping, crawling, tip-toeing, spinning, pushing, etc. 

■ Trace the outline of shape while taking a deep breath in and out on each line

○ Have your child and/or family  brainstorm some ideas and help to be a part of the creative 

process.  

■ If you plan on including hand or footprints, let your child(ren) be the ones to create them.

 



Indoor Sensory Walkways Examples: 
. 

nmc20@scasd.org  lrg15@scasd.org 

Sensory Paths At Home is a short YouTube video 
with great information!

Your Kids OT also has  resources on their 
site. Click the picture above!

Breathing Exercise Examples -  
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https://fitandfunplayscapes.com/blogs/fit-fun-blog/sensory-paths-what-the-heck-are-those
https://www.studyinternational.com/news/sensory-paths-schools/
https://www.yourkidsot.com/blog/sensory-motor-paths-make-your-own
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=iDRA4g97iss
https://copingskillsforkids.com/blog/using-shapes-to-teach-deep-breathing?utm_source=Pinterest&utm_medium=Social
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=iDRA4g97iss
https://www.yourkidsot.com/blog/sensory-motor-paths-make-your-own

